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5.

Scotland’s Islands and Cultural Work: the ‘specialness’ of
place
Kathryn A. Burnett and Lynda Harling Stalker

This chapter discusses island places as literal and symbolic sites of cultural work and examines
the textual nature of narratives and accounts that are suggestive of island cultural work as
‘special’. Our discussion is informed by a growing research focus on the emotional, embodied
and material aspects of making contemporary creative forms, from across the arts - including
literature, visual culture, music and dance - and of craft-making and design, as both an aesthetic
but also notably a commercial activity, in and on Scotland’s islands (Lu 2015; Harling Stalker
and Burnett 2016; Burnett and Harling Stalker 2018; McHattie et al 2018). The wider context
of Scotland’s islands as sites of successful creative and cultural industry (Highlands and Islands
Enterprise 2014) is well documented but not without debate. We note the complex interface
between arts and crafts with other creative and cultural work activities and sites of cultural
production and consumption, namely media, museums and galleries, and heritage and tourism
but also education, and other sectoral policies, for example around food and drink, land and
landscape and the expansion of ‘island technologies’ (Bevan and McLean 2013). We are
mindful of the complexity surrounding research attempts to capture the material and everyday
lived experience of island places and environments (Butler 2012; Vannini and Taggart 2012;
Stratford 2017; Boon et al 2018; Bates et al 2019).
Our own experiences of living and working in small island communities in Scotland and in
Canada, as well as our good fortune to exchange and share in the expertise, research and
knowledge of colleagues across both island studies networks and cultural work exchanges, has
unquestionably informed our ‘take’ on examining cultural work within Scotland’s island
context. Cultural work is typified by a capacity to create and circulate symbolic, aesthetic or
creative goods and services (Banks 2007; Banks et al 2013) and in considering how we explore
island cultural work we recognise that attempting to explain cultural work experience is a
shifting and contingent process, not least in reference to Scotland’s various and layered island
localisms. Why we are interested in examining Scotland’s islands as sites and spaces of cultural
work is more prosaic. Creative and cultural industries are championed across Scotland.
Scotland’s island authorities and enterprise bodies target and support culture and creativity as
key drivers for economic growth, promotional confidence and socio-cultural well-being
(Burnett and Danson 2017). Our contribution to this collection of essays presents an
opportunity to scan the horizon of cultural work theorisation generally and use our bearings to
comment on Scotland’s islands’ contexts more particularly.
Islands: places of enchantment
Islands are often articulated as unique, enchanting and transformative but also as challenging
and limiting; conditioned (not least here in Scotland) both by the physicality and the
socioeconomics of island places. The materiality of both islandness and cultural work for us is
situated within the broader celebratory narratives of small islands as creative and cultural
‘making’ places (Abrams 2006; Macdonald 2010, 2018; Brannigan 2015; Bevan and Downes
2017; Carden 2018a 2018b). Island cultural work is increasingly common-place, ambitious and
confident yet we argue here that such work is nonetheless informed by and informing of
precarity, marginality and a further embedding of ‘islandness’ as complex.

Cultural work is always undertaken in places and in islands this placeness of creative and
cultural island activity is significant. As Smith articulates, place is a setting for ‘interactions
which are, in turn, reproduced by action itself […] interpersonal actions are attuned by the
symbolic meanings attached to a locale […] action within a place will be influenced by the
myths and narratives of the locale’ (Smith 1999: 14-15). This sociological definition of place
demonstrates that through action (indicative of agency) and interaction (indicative of things
social) a place is known to people. It is embedded with meanings that are produced and
reproduced. These meanings are important because they come to shape how people are
motivated to act and attach meanings to what they do (and where they are). Place specificity
is important to identity formation as Massey elaborates:
Places are collections of those stories, articulations within the wider power-geometries
of space. Their character will be a product of those intersections within that wider
setting, and of what is made of them. And, too, of the non-meetings-up, the
disconnections and relations not established, the exclusions. All this contributes to the
specificity of place.
(Massey 2005: 125)
Massey demonstrates how place becomes not only about the stories that are told but also about
boundary building. Whose stories can be told and whose are left silent? Who is part of the
place and who is not? This boundary-building through narrative is especially salient when
examining islandness. Consequently, claiming islandness identity is itself highly contingent.
Islandness as an analytical concept is suggestive of the way that islanders – ‘as people living
on islands’ - are seen to possess certain qualities as Conkling claims where they:
share a sense of islandness that transcends the particulars of a local culture. Islandness
is a metaphysical sensation that derives from the heightened experience that
accompanies physical isolation […] it amplifies a sense of place that is closer to the
natural world because you are in closer proximity to your neighbours […]. Islandness
thus helps maintain island communities in spite of daunting economic pressures to
abandon them.
(Conkling 2007: 191)
This islandness is seen as transcending the mundane. ‘Islanders’ embody qualities that
condition them to live in places that should almost not be inhabitable and yet are places where
people stay and come to live, guided by the narratives and myths of island life and work. We
should take care to step away from tendencies that essentialise islanders or indeed islandness,
however. Not all people resident on islands claim islander identity nor is it conferred upon
them. The ‘fixedness’, or otherwise, of islandness as an idea, a sensation, or indeed a condition
has been critiqued across island studies and within other arenas. Nonetheless, a sense of island
‘specialness’ remains deeply rooted to images, accounts, narratives, texts and cultural
expression. Of note to us here is how current narratives of experiencing islandness persist as
an alluring, embodied lived experience of both distance and proximity whereby the spaces and
practices of islandness offer a heightened ‘metaphysical sensation’ that is suggestive of what
Bennett (2001) has termed an ‘enchanted orbit’. Enchantment offers us a useful terminology
by which we can further interrogate Massey’s ideas of a specificity of place not least in the
particular regard of the situated experience of island cultural work such as art, craft, and other

creative expression. As Bennett (2001: 37) claims, enchantment ‘requires a cultivated form of
perception, a discerning and meticulous attentiveness to the singular specificity of things.’
Furthermore, enchantment is most likely to occur through tangible items, things, or what she
would later call vibrant objects. One can never be sure when this object will appear and strike
us; ‘provoked by a surprise’ (Bennett 2001: 104). In our two examples of island cultural work
expression (Harris Tweed and Shetland Wool) we examine how the mediatized and
promotional accounts of island cultural production highlight and reinforce such enchantment
aspects. Island things are imbued with a mystical quality, a vibrancy, a specificity, and a
capacity to surprise: enchantment is made, worked upon yet imbued with an ethereal
‘beyondness’.
In applying Smith’s enchanted orbit to islands - where an economic logic within culture will
see ‘special places spiral down from their enchanted orbits unless their extraordinary nature is
continually reproduced’ (Smith 1999: 22) - there needs to be a concerted effort to ensure that
places maintain and indeed fulfil enchantment expectations (Vannini and Taggart 2012; Bates
et al 2019). Weber argued that while disenchantment is never reversible, it is never complete
and Bennett claims that we can seek and find ‘fugitive experiences of magic […] within the
calculable world. This results in an increased interest among rational, calculating selves in
mysticism, eroticism, and other curiosities of the ‘cultural’ field’’ (2001: 65). Modern cultural
life offers various pathways and encouragements for us to seek out a life of ataraxy that is, a
life embodied as blessedness, contentment and tranquillity, characteristics that seem to mirror
Conkling’s suggestion of islandness (and somewhat problematically islanders) being ‘beyond
the mundane’.
Arts and crafts too have often been claimed as a realm of work that is beyond the mundane
where, as Luckman (2015) argues, the ‘aura’ lies not so much in the artefact itself but ‘more in
the process of making’. For Luckman making reminds us of our agency within the physical
world and while our re-enchantment ‘may be most obviously manifest in the object, it is for
these reasons that I argue that the deeper, more powerful sense of enchantment here lies in the
making process itself’(Luckman 2015: 83). As we have already noted the interplay of the
specialness aspects of distance and proximity that island places often seem to most especially
signify is well recognised in the ‘fugitive’ and enchanted symbolism of island cultural worker
accounts of their art and craft making: notably islands are special and ‘good places’ to make
‘good work’ (c.f. Harling-Stalker and Burnett 2016; Burnett and Harling-Stalker 2018). We
turn now to explore aspects of making on islands as island making, with some comment on
cultural industries, cultural work and the representation of these more generally.
Making Islands: cultural industries, cultural work and cultural representation
Creative and cultural industries are defined variously but for our purposes here we adopt the
claim that these are ‘segments of the economy concerned with the generation of intellectual
property, the production of ‘aesthetic’ or ‘symbolic’ goods or services’ (Luckman 2012: 11).
Artists, craftworkers and creatives, as ‘islanders’ and ‘not islanders’, each contribute and
engage with island cultural work by virtue of their residency, and their situated claims to and
engagements with island cultures and environments. What is of particular interest to us is the
positioning of cultural workers in relation to doing islandness and ‘island work’, across island
places of Scotland. The affective relationship to island places is widely circulated and island
studies scholars, amongst others, seek to critique this more fully: “we think of islandness
through the minutiae of affect or feeling, we can begin to examine more critically the
connections between ourselves and our islands (Boon et al 2018: 118).

Cultural representation and its mediatization has powerfully underpinned global discourse and
visual narratives of small islands as spaces and sites of enchantment and of enhancement:
islands as interesting, alluring, celebratory, productive and ‘other’. Furthermore, this sighting,
citing and site-ing - is undertaken (consciously, or not) by an expanding body of island cultural
workers: artists, designers, media professionals, marketing and others variously underpinned
by the term ‘creatives’ who live and work on islands. Islands are accessed, facilitated, enjoyed,
appropriated and exploited to serve the interests and demands of audiences and consumers both
within and out-with an island’s shores. Cultural workers across a range of sectors and enterprise
inform, stimulate, entertain, engage and facilitate a wider consumption of island culture and
environments that is rewarding, celebratory and validating. Cultural work is variously cooperative, educational, critical, and transformative. It is also recognised to be highly contingent
on social and cultural capital, frequently precarious and sometimes debilitating for one’s self
(Gill and Pratt 2008; Banks 2009, 2010; Luckman 2012; Taylor and Littleton 2012). Demands
are made of its ‘specialness’ and for cultural work to be understood as ‘good work’. There are
intense expectations of cultural work’s flexibility, creative freedom and inherent
expressiveness, not least as being particularly identity affirming for the worker, for the work
and for the site of cultural labour production and its consumption (place).
The same affirming aspect is often expected of islands (especially small and ‘remote’) too. The
interplay between remote and rural island sites as special spaces that attract special kinds of
work is reinforced in different ways. Islands have increasingly occupied a special space in late
modern narratives as sites of freedom and expression and, as discussed elsewhere (not least in
this volume), island spaces, sites and places confer, and have conferred upon them, specialness
via literature, visual culture and the arts more widely (Macdonald 2010, 2018; Brannigan 2015;
Burnett 2017; Holt et al 2018). But also important and impactful are the ways in which islands
(and in Scotland, the remote rural more generally) are framed as key sites of certain kinds of
production and consumption: powerfully established via the cultural economies of tourism,
heritage and media but also figuring in other key sectors such as food and drink production,
life sciences and energy (e.g. car adverts, digital media tech, health products, or energy
production) that utilise the iconography of remote island spaces as useful selling platforms of
‘alternative’ modernity, sustainability and well-being that each in their own way speak to
aspects of distinctiveness and ‘enchantment’.
Island cultural production is a growth sector in Scotland. To make on islands is to express
identity: of place, of people and of process and this has been attractive to consumers but also
to producers as a reinforcing of work location choice and identity affirming (enhancing). Our
interest as island studies scholars then is to further highlight and critique the valuing, and the
status of islands – as a resource, as a set of material and symbolic assets, as capital - within the
broader realm of cultural work narratives in remote and island Scotland, and beyond. By way
of illustrating this island cultural work specialness, as production and promotion, and as
variously enchanting and enhancing, we present two established examples as indicative of
broader tropes and trends: firstly, an account of Harris Tweed, made in the Outer Hebrides and
secondly, Shetland wool and its associated knitting and textile heritage.
Harris Tweed: "Our land, our people, our home"
As we reflect in this chapter on island arts and craft as both a material and symbolic textual
landscape, we have chosen to highlight Harris Tweed as a celebrated expression of such a
textuality. The creative documenting, and the interface of arts, crafts and economy and culture

reflect more fully the voices or narratives of Scotland’s island art and craft celebration more
widely. Harris Tweed is mapped to the particular geographies of the Outer Hebrides, the island
communities of ‘Harris, Lewis and the Uists’ (Moisley 1961; Pike 2015; McClellan 2017;
Harris Tweed Authority 2019) not least in terms of the establishing, the survival and the
mediated construction of an ‘island industry’. As McClellan (2017: 90) states succinctly:
‘When it comes to tweed, and especially Harris Tweed, place inherently and passionately
matters.’ Various commentaries – journalists, fashionistas, policy champions, politicians,
entrepreneurs and researchers have promoted (circulated) the ‘specialness’ and enchanting
qualities of Harris Tweed as both process and product:
Harris Tweed is unlike any other, romantic and luxurious, the landscape of the Outer
Hebrides rendered in cloth. Up close, the secret of the subtle shades is revealed: a
blending of many colors, a pointillist adventure in wool, available by tradition in 8,000
designs. This tweed is luster, patina, fresh air, and northern light.
(Harper and McDougall 2012: 86)
Following the takeover in 2006 of the Kenneth Mackenzie Ltd. business (the mill was
established in 1906), by a Yorkshire-based entrepreneur a business decision to focus on only a
handful of tweed patterns dramatically impacted on the iconic mill’s fortunes. Already ‘in
crisis’, the tweed industry was unquestionably struggling in an era of global market turmoil.
The decision to effectively reject the island craft industry’s rich heritage by selecting only a
few patterns (and to consign the mill’s rich and varied tapestry of tweed colour and design to
the past heritage ‘bin’) was seen by island communities and tweed aficionados alike as
disastrous: economically, socially and culturally. Harper and McDougall speak of the
despondency of those tweed workers linked to the Mackenzie mill who lost their tweed and
weaving employment as a people who had lost much more than just their livelihoods. The scene
is described of weavers and mill workers drifting away from tweed making to take ‘steadier
employment’ in occupations such as taxi-driving or the new call-centre in Stornoway: ‘For
people who have spent their lives with cloth, born and bred to the production of Harris Tweed,
and whose very identity comes from it, these soulless alternatives are hard labor’ (Harper and
McDougall 2012: 92). In a ‘good news’ story more recently, the owner gifted the Lewis based
Mackenzie mill enterprise to the local mill management, effectively securing a local say in a
local industry for a local workforce on the islands and generally Harris Tweed and its
resurgence is a successful and going concern. But the narratives are powerful and speak of a
specialness of place and the people working ‘in, and of, place’ as particular, and set apart from
other work.
McDougall, cited above, is a London based textile designer with island ‘roots’ and someone
who it can be claimed knows both the place and the craft, and speaks of and for the legacy and
the ambition of the industry as an integral part of a locality and environment: ‘Harris Tweed is
wholly produced on the island and its identity is intrinsically bound up in the landscape and
heritage of its makers both visually and in its tactile qualities; thick, rough and protective’
(Harper and McDougall 2012: 97). Elsewhere, digital journalist Kathryn Macleod (2017) in a
recent BBC commentary again reinforces the particular placeness of Harris Tweed: ‘What
makes Harris Tweed so desirable at the cutting edge of fashion is the fact that the process by
which the cloth is made is not ‘trendy’ at all, but timeless – resulting in a luxury fabric that is
deeply rooted in tradition, heritage and place’. The specialness conferred is that of an island
product, but one produced of the island place’. [our emphasis]

Sustainability is an inherent focus for the cultural and islands work of cloth weaving and mills
and the protected status of the islands’ tweed production’s cultural environment is seen as key
to longer term futures; so too is its continued requirement to champion its place brand. Harris
Tweed is a unique product with enviable protected status governed, championed and protected
through the Harris Tweed Authority. In 1993 a British Act of Parliament was passed to protect
the cloth’s production and quality trademark status:
“The mark of the Orb, pressed onto every length of cloth and seen on the traditional
label affixed to finished items, guarantees the highest quality tweed, dyed, spun and
handwoven by islanders of the Outer Hebrides of Scotland in their homes to the laws
outlined in the Harris Tweed Act of Parliament.’
(Harris Tweed Authority 2019) 19
Understanding how cultural work is entwined with the placeness of Scotland’s islands such as
in the crafting of tweed in the Outer Hebrides, and how this powerfully confers and reinforces
cultural work as islandness is perhaps best displayed by the account (quoted in full) provided
by the official ‘guardians of the orb’ themselves the Harris Tweed Authority:
The long, barren archipelago on the far north west tip of Europe is home to every dyer,
blender, carder, spinner, warper, weaver, finisher and inspector of HARRIS TWEED.
No part of the process takes place elsewhere.
As such, the land and people are woven into the very fabric of the cloth, reflecting as it
does the colours of the landscapes, the beauty of our vistas and the values of our people.
To the north of the remote string of islands lies Lewis, a rugged and bleakly beautiful
land of heather and moor, loch and stream and home to the three main mills and the
main harbour town of Stornoway. Lewis is connected by a narrow isthmus of land to
Harris in the south. More mountainous than its northern brother, Harris has some of the
world’s finest beaches of golden fine shell sand, shallow azure blue seas and a myriad
of hidden crofts and villages. South of this main body a string of smaller islands tails
off to the south, the machair meadows and loch-laden isles of the Uists and beautiful
Barra at the furthest tip.
For hundreds of years these islands have produced a special tweed … HARRIS
TWEED.
(Harris Tweed Authority 2019)
By way of a celebration of the crafting of tweed as identity, particularity, survival and
expression, Ian Lawson’s book deriving from his exhibition From the Land Comes the Cloth:
Harris Tweed (Lawson 2013), documents (mediates) the Harris Tweed industry, in aesthetic
richness. The exhibition and book are works of art that in turn have elicited further creative
response such as this example from an online retail blog:
It is clear when viewing these extraordinary, dramatic natural scenes how closely
connected the Harris designs are with the landscape. Lawson’s saturated colours, stark
contrasts and wide angled views illustrate the diverse, vibrancy of the Outer Hebrides
and reinforce a sense of integration between the islands and the making process. In his
19

Harris Tweed Authority <https://www.harristweed.org/about-us/guardians-of-the-orb>, accessed
20 July 2019.

book, Lawson has said of his work that it is in celebration of all he has seen, that it is
‘graced with the timeless beauty of this ancient craft.’20
The book’s forward speaks for the elusive quality of any island essence yet notes too that by
adopting a certain disposition it will reveal itself: ‘It is a rare thing to capture the essence of
the Outer Hebrides. The true nature of life here, set within season after season of an everchanging landscape, is elusive, only ever truly revealed to those with time, patience and a
quieted soul. Harder still is to understand the profound relationship between islanders and the
land here, exemplified by the deep connection between our weavers and the Clò Mòr’ (i.e. the
‘big cloth’). Praise for the book is unequivocal in terms of it being an epic and ‘deeply
immersed realisation’ of the islands weaving heritage: ‘It is a work of stunning originality and
power, exhibiting a deeply personal poetry through his wonderful photography, intertwining
his unique life and world-views with that of our own. Uncommonly, he has sought out and
found so many of those rare and radiant things that represent our collection of destinies, defines
who we are as islanders and presents a unified portrayal of our cherished homeland’. In just
these few examples signifying Harris Tweed’s island and cultural work, we can appreciate how
the circulation of such narratives is powerful. The highly visual, accentuated message is
symbolic of an enhanced and enchanted place, process and product that can in turn confer such
qualities to its audience, its consumer but also its maker. We return to this later but let us turn
now to our second example of island making: the wool and textile work of Shetland.
Shetland Wool: Popularity, Protection and Life Affirming Productivity
The women of the Shetland Islands have long been known for their knitting skills and ingenuity
(see for example, Fryer 1995; Abrams 2005 2006) and in the excellent collection of Shetland
textile essays curated by Laurenson 2013;21 and it interest continues to grow in doctoral work
such as Chapman (2015). While the mythology around knitting on the islands harkens back to
the 1588 wrecked Spanish ship the El Gran Griffon (Compton 1983), we do know that in the
1580s Dutch fishermen would come ashore to purchase handknit stockings and mittens from
Shetland women. Knitting was quickly established as a craft that would long be vital to the
local economy and intriguingly stem some of the outmigration that many isolated islands face.
It was in the mid-1800s that we see the distinctive and recognisable forms of knitting known
as Fair Isle knitting and Shetland lace. Fair Isle knitting is allover stranded knitting with designs
on jumpers and accessories ‘influenced’ by the aforementioned mythic Spaniards, and the
knitted Shetland lace is to be so fine it could pass through a wedding ring. The quality and
fashionability of the knitting reached greatest popularity when in 1914 the then Prince of Wales
wore an allover Shetland jumper to play golf. The popularity for Fair Isle knitting has not
waned. As Laurenson (2013: 100) makes clear it was ‘the demand for a recognisable product’
that allowed for ‘sustained production of a relatively stable style. Essentially, Fair Isle knitwear
became a sort of souvenir that epitomised rural Scotland. Associations with the everyday lives
of fishermen fed into romantic notions of Scottishness.’ Laurenson (2013: 102) continues that
it was by the 1860s that we see Fair Isle knitting becoming as a distinct brand whereby histories
of Fair Isle knitwear have been shaped by ‘marketing stories which do not necessarily fit with
the ideas and identities of people in Fair Isle and throughout Shetland. However, these stories
20

Blue and White Company blog <https://www.blueandwhitecompany.com/journal-entry/weavingthe-landscape>, accessed 20 September 2019.
21
See blog on the importance and interest to the related archival curation, research and commentaries
generated on Shetland wool, knitting and textiles <https://kddandco.com/2014/01/29/shetlandtextiles-800-bc-to-the-present/>, accessed 18 April 2020.

have driven the commercial success of the style. Without them there would be no Fair Isle
knitwear’.
The knitting techniques and stylings of Shetland islands have continued in popularity through
to today. On Ravelry.com, a website for knitters and crocheters, there are 5,393 Fair Isle
patterns and 1,358 Shetland patterns) 22. Many of the ‘most popular’ patterns are not written or
created by those from the Shetland islands. Those on the islands have tried to control the
monikers and the idea of these forms of knitting but this is difficult to do. As Butler (2015:
132) reports, the EU did not grant protection for the patterns due to “the widespread (misuse)
of ‘Fair Isle.’” This illustrates the tension that can exist with non-tangible heritage for islands,
and indeed rural and remote areas more generally. In 2015, the Cowichan tribe of Vancouver
Island made claims against Ralph Lauren about the fashion house’s misrepresentation of a
sweater as being authentically Cowichan in origin.23 The claim would not be upheld in court,
due to the fact that the tribe had not trademarked their name and that they were located in
Canada. However, Ralph Lauren did need to change to “Cowichan-inspired” on their label24
most likely to avoid public scrutiny. Shetland and Fair Isle have not fared so well.
As mentioned earlier, knitwear designers use patterns with lineage from Shetland and Fair Isle
without concern. With much of the knitwear being exported Shetland has long been negotiating
the whims of physically distant markets and fashion and by way of a proactive claim of island
creativity and cultural work, Shetland developed an event that brings knitters (crucially also a
revenue as ‘visitors’) to them and allows for perhaps more influence over the way that the
patterns are appreciated. Shetland Wool Week (SWW) has become a primary feature on the
Shetland calendar, second only now in scale to Up-Helly-Aa. Local wool brokers and retailers
Jamieson and Smith, the Shetland Amenity Trust and the Shetland Museum and Archives,
partnered together to showcase the first SWW, celebrating Shetland’s wool craft and cultural
heritage and in partnership with the wider UK Campaign for Wool. What started as a local
celebration of textiles and the wool industry, has blossomed into an international attraction,
drawing hundreds of textile enthusiasts, particularly knitters, from around the globe and the
event’s specialness (niche, island and place-embodied) and its success is widely celebrated.
The Woolly Round Up (2018) organisers’ report states that they have noticed that “many
visitors are now coming for longer, seeing it as an opportunity to learn new skills, holiday with
friends, make new friends, travel, socialise, knit, spin, weave, and make memories. In fact,
SWW has been described by some as a “life affirming experience”’.
In order for SWW to be “life affirming” organisers effectively undertake to manage
enchantment. Craftwork (particularly knitting) and ‘the islands’ (Shetland) come together to
create this affirmation. As already noted, research such as Luckman’s (2013 2015) has
underlined how craftwork has an aura about it derived not just from the finished product but
through the process of creation. SWW taps into the aura by having those attending not only
view and purchase completed crafts but to also engage in knitting while on the islands. The
programme is packed with workshops and demonstrations, visits to artists’ studios and crofts,
tours of the college and wool mill. Visitors are not observers but participants who take part in
what is seen in various degrees as the ordinary yet ‘enchanted’ work, of Shetlanders.
22
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<https://www.ralphlauren.com/women-clothing-sweaters/cowichan-inspired-zipsweater/454113.html> accessed 16 December 2019.
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Shetland’s culture is invoked through the making in place opportunities where ‘traditional’
crafts and contemporary art beyond knitting have made their way onto the programme, and
Shetlandic (the islands Shaetlan, the modern Shetlandic Scots dialect) is woven into the
discussions and promotions of SWW. Words like makker (maker), peerie (small) and haps
(shawls) are widespread, all instinctive local place affirmations but also reinforcing for visitors
of having entered a distinctive realm, where the words speak to the island’s cultural
confidences of difference and the specialness of Shetlandic place and history.
Managing enchantment: the cultural labour of island work
The remote rural island settings of Scotland are particularly positioned (framed through
narratives) to offer a version of what Banks (2010) and others refer to as the ‘workshop’ model
of creative labour. The physical setting and island environment (isolation, beauty, ‘wildness’
is compounded by social authenticity of community and integrity of history and culture) and
the particular possibility of both isolation and face-to-face interaction (arts enclaves). Remote
islands can offer a temporary escape, for others a deep rootedness to place; some born of it and
other borne by it. In any case rural and remote contexts of work, not least cultural work
undertaken by artists, craftworkers, media professionals and the like, demand a celebration of
and commitment to such a (island) context.
This island context of cultural work is materially and emotively conditioned (c.f. Williams
1961) whether this is textile work, for example of Shetland (see especially Lynn Abrams
excellent work here on Shetland’s gendered history in this regard, 2005), or visual cultural
archives, or the immense literary traditions and related cultural economies (see for example
Blaikie 2010; Macdonald 2010 2018). Hollett writing in Art North (2019) ‘On islandness’
speaks of how the materiality of islandness and the ‘labour of rural life is imbued in the work’
of artists Ross-Smith and Walker. Echoing our own and others work on island and remote rural
cultural work, Hollett speaks of the artists and their work as expressive of this sense of islands
being ‘good places to live’ and to do ‘good work’, as he says, as ‘worth being in’:
Oceans are often perceived as negative space; we don’t recognise their silhouettes
the way we know the shapes of continents. The Atlantic is a vast expanse we pass
over or overlook. Similarly, materials such as burlap, linen and lichen are easily
discarded, so plentiful they are almost valueless. […] The artists take these
historically undervalued materials and experiences, these “negative” spaces, and
remap them. Their work draws lines through these spaces because they are places
worth being in.
(Hollett 2019: n.p.)
The subtext of Scotland’s remote rural and island spaces as being ‘worth being in’ raises a
number of interesting questions and concerns some of which are touched on elsewhere in this
essay collection. A re-valuing of the rural and remote spaces is widely recognised now where
cultural consumption, industry and expression has sought to address the view that rural spaces
are not inherently ‘beyond’ and at the margins of cultural economies. Rather studies have
emerged that recognise and explore more fully the nature of remote and rural cultural work,
not least from the accounts of cultural workers themselves. Nevertheless, city spaces (the
urban) dominate national creative industries and arts, and the rural remains overwhelming
positioned at the margin. Furthermore, rural spaces are not all equally, or indeed similarly,
creative. Luckman argues that certain spaces are singularly more ‘desirable’ as both tourism

and in-migration sites and that this is in ‘no small part informed by rich artistic and cultural
histories that continue to interest with the contemporary local creative cultures’ (2012: 11).
This might not appear surprising or problematic at first glance - we expect difference – but it
is clear that across rural and remote communities there is an extended reach of ‘creative place
making’ and cultural enterprise development that increasingly asks of all rural places to be
creative (and increasingly to be different too; islands are competitive economies in their own
right). Creativity is therefore positioned as an asset, a resource of cultural and social capital, a
driver of enterprise and a securing frame of distinction.
Nonetheless, islands are undoubtedly subject to a degree of fetishization where mediatization
of island brands and the commodification of island goods, products and services privilege
particular iconography, images and narratives (Castree 2001; Baldacchino 2010). This
promotion and related consumption of islands - the privileging of islandness – is widespread
and an established modernity trope. It has served some islands’ promotional image very well,
as it has their economies (Islay’s whisky cultural heritage is world famous and Orkney has
been especially proactive in positioning the Orkney islands enhanced cultural product offer –
archaeology, cultural tourism, food and drink, the arts and crafts). Other Scottish islands are
all well-disposed to similar strategies and cultural products are promoted and enhanced through
policy and enterprise that relies on the expertise, effort and excitement of cultural workers in
turn to champion, to reinforce and to innovate cultural resources and expression locally and
globally. Yet, despite confident commentaries this is not an even landscape of resources,
expertise, marketplace or policy support across all Scotland’s small islands. Furthermore,
fetishization is never wholly fixed but is subject to drift and reframing as market’s demand
novelty and cultural economies, innovation and each island place must compete, as indeed must
the arts and craft, and all other cultural work island enterprises, whether single individuals to
whole community industries, to survive and to succeed.
In island communities, cultural workers are often actively engaged with the possibilities that
enhanced digital connectivity can offer. More usually it is the concerns of a lack of connectivity
and digital marginality that have quite understandably preoccupied some rural policy
champions and made the ‘islandness as problematic difference’ headlines. Digital connectivity
is now well understood as a basic social necessity, underpinning media and digital literacy for
all, as well as integral to business development, growth and success. Nevertheless, such
connectivity is not without its counter-impact. Digital economies and creative industries
demand engagement of particular kinds of labour that require skills, knowledge and selfinvestment. As already noted, cultural work - cultural labour - is an expanding and contested
realm of identity and image making, of precarity and of self-management. That is, the
‘marginal’ status of such work, its risks and uncertainty, and the demands on the cultural
worker to labour variously within art, creative and craft contexts is now well established within
media accounts, policy and research cultures (Gill and Pratt 2008; Banks 2010). As Luckman
and Andrew (2018) have noted for rural artists in Australia, the expanding demand for certain
types of self-brand work to be undertaken as a given in creative and cultural industries impacts
on the time available for the actual ‘making work’ of the cultural artefact itself. The remoteness
of islands is no guarantee of ‘removing oneself’ from demands on time, engagement and
circulation however special the island place may be as we have discussed elsewhere (HarlingStalker and Burnett 2016; Burnett and Harling-Stalker 2018). In short, cultural work however
special or enchanting is ‘hard work’, as much as any other ‘island work’.
Conclusion

Island culture and the cultural work pertaining to it cannot be limited to just one identity group;
rather claims are made variously by island residents, ‘locals’, ‘islanders’, ‘visitors’, and many
others living on and off the island, as well as ‘consumers and producers’ of islands – as culture,
as place and as practice. All of which involves the creation and circulation of narratives and
expressions of cultural work as tangible and intangible products and practice. In writing this
essay it is clear to us that to any attempt to summarise the expressions and experiences of any
or all of Scotland’s islands cultural work is an impossible task but rather reinforces the
complexity of an enticing and expanding field of further research debate and inquiry. Our brief
focus on just two island cultural celebrations of ‘specialness’ and enchantment – Harris Tweed
and Shetland Wool have offered a loose frame within which further examples might be
considered and expanded upon. To contain an account of Scotland’s islands’ arts and cultural
activity and expression would be ambitious not least as the very terminology of cultural work
is itself a shifting landscape of research, debate and policy. So too, of course, is the very idea
of islandness. Having worked previously on narratives of cultural work in Scotland islands and
in Canada’s maritime provinces, we are aware of the expanding range of helpful and insightful
commentaries on these issues. Both contemporary and more ‘classic’ research commentaries
on the economic, cultural and social aspects of Scotland’s island places have informed this
essays account, as has a sense of textual appreciation of interpretations of data sources of
media, documentary, archive, policy and promotion narratives to recognise cultural work as a
key frame that expresses and positions images, ideas and understandings of what is understood
and expressed as Scottish island life, cultural work and identity more widely (see especially
Carden 2018b; McHattie et al 2018). We hope to have provided some small account here of
why research and critical exploration in this cultural field of cultural work, island making as
‘modern enchantment’ and identity crafting, remains ‘special’ and worthwhile, not least for
Scotland but also for small island experience elsewhere.
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